ACOUSTICS

:: Haas School of Business
LOCATION
2220 Piedmont Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94704
BUILDINGS
Classroom Wing (Cheit Hall)
Faculty Wing
Student Services Wing
GROSS FLOOR AREA
200,000 ft2
BUILT
1995

Operating Hours
90 hours
Enrollment
2200 students
Number of FTE
300 faculty and staff
Grant Dollars
$300 million
Number of Computers
500 computers

HYPOTHESIS
Energy Use Intensity
Year Ending

Site EUI
(kBtu/ft^2)

Source EUI
(kBtu/ft^2)

National
Median Site
EUI (kBtu/ft^2)

National
Median Source
EUI (kBtu/ft^2)

Difference from
National
Median Source
EUI

7/31/2015

194.7

329.5

155.1

262.6

25.5

7/31/2014

55.0

162.4

89

262.6

-38.2

7/31/2013

51.1

156.5

85.7

262.6

-40.4

Total Energy Usage
Year Ending

Total Site EUI
(kBtu)

Total Source EUI
(kBtu)

7/31/2015

38940000

65900000

7/31/2014

11000000

32480000

7/31/2013

10220000

31300000

Occupancy :: 90%
CBE SURVEY

Beyond the standard analysis of the CBE (Center for the Built Environment)
Survey, we evaluated occupants' responses by the conditions of their spaces.
As shown, occupants with high partitions were the least satisfied with their
noise level, sound privacy, and overall acoustic quality. Those with private
offices were the most satisfied.

Hypotheses

Even though there is a plethora of anecdotal evidence that the acoustical environment within a large portion of Haas School of Business creates many problems and
is not up to personal requirements for a workplace, the noise and sound levels in
the buildings comply with all relevant codes and standards.
Grievances with the current acoustical environment is due to overcrowding resulting from poor layout and space planning rather than material and construction
choices.
The lack of consideration for overall acoustical comfort has led to a combination of
worse overall indoor environmental comfort (focusing on thermal comfort and
IAQ) and more strain being placed on the building mechanical system.
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ACOUSTICS
Floor Plans

:: Haas School of Business
Room Plans

Data Measurements

F432

Fac u lt y Wing | 4t h Flo or
Scale

ANALYSIS
Results

The results of our experiment
demonstrate that the building
complies with most ASHRAE
standards. There were only a
couple of instances where the
background noise was either
too low or too high. Of those
situations, construction and
traffic played a role for high
background noise level.
Young’s Method

[For open office (S440)]

F492

A-C-D=B

Floor Plans: 1/4” = 1’
Room Plans: 1/2” = 1’

Speech Privacy
Unacceptable

Exceeds Minimum dB(A) Range
Falls Below Minimum dB(A) Range

Student S er v icesWing |
4t h Flo or

Student S er v icesWing |
5t h Flo or
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S440

Conclusion

S522

Layout of Rooms

Multiple rooms including a few not shown in this poster were examined for their acoustical quality. The five (if we show all
five) displayed were chosen to be representative of the sources of dissatisfaction and of the types of rooms in the CBE Survey.
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From the CBE Survey, our experimental results, and Sound Matters (the U.S. General Services
Administration Acoustics Tool) we found that partitions were not the answer for solving the
acoustical issues of the spaces. A sound masking system, however, could be a viable option for
increasing productivity by adding to the background noise, thereby decreasing distractions and
improving the ability to focus on tasks. The economic benefit analysis further illustrated that
financial feasibility even when using estimates below that of 8 minutes saved per day (Hongisto
2008). Thus, we recommend the Haas School of Business should implement sound masking
systems, especially where space is shared and occupants are unsatisfied.
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